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INTRODUCTION

     Hello!  My name is John Skorczewski (pronounced Score-Chess-Key) and I’d like

to take a moment to thank you for downloading my eBook. 

     My goal is to teach you 10 ways to drive traffic to your web site.  Let’s face it, you

can have the best web site in the world, but if no one ever comes to your site, you’re

in trouble!  

     Before we get into it, I’d like to tell you a little about myself.  Not because I’m an

egomaniac...though I am...but because you should know who’s giving you advice.  

     The Internet is full of get rich quick schemes and

marketing “gurus” who’s only claim to fame is that

they read an eBook on marketing and now feel

qualified to teach others what they learnt from that

one eBook.  I’m sure you’ve run across people like

that online.

     So for that reason, let me tell you a little bit

about myself.  When I was 19 years old I dropped

out of college to start one of the Internet’s earliest banner advertising companies.  That

was back in 1996...back before Internet advertising was the billion dollar a year

industry that it is today.  I sold my advertising company less than a year later to a
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publicly traded company in one of those big headline grabbing “college dropout - dot

com kid makes good” stories you used to hear about back then.

     I then formed Market-Tek Enterprises, Inc. and started developing Internet

Marketing software...the most popular of which is the Submission-Spider Search

Engine Submission tool at Submission-Spider.com chances are you own it if you’re a

serious Internet Marketer, or at least know someone who does.  

     My latest book “Cyber Wealth” is available at amazon.com.  I also publish Web

Promotion-Weekly the weekly newsletter on Internet Marketing...

     Let’s see....I also sit on the Board of Directors of the National Marketing Council,

and they are the great people who are publishing this eBook. If you’re serious about

marketing I suggest you check into their organization.  

     Ok, I know I’ve left out some

stuff....but you get the picture.  I’m

not some get rich quick scamster or a

newbie “Guru” that doesn’t really

know what they’re talking about.  I’ve

been at the core of Internet Marketing

for nearly a decade and I know

exactly what I’m talking about....now

all we need to discover is whether or

not I can teach what I know to you...I
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suspect I can (but then, I’m an egomaniac so I WOULD think that)....so let’s dive right

in!
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Site Traffic Tactic Number One:

Link Exchange

     All right....Link Exchange.  You put a link on your site pointing to my site, and in

exchange, I’ll put a link on my site pointing to your site. Everyone know’s that it’s

important...scratch that, INSANELY important to have a solid link exchange regime

in your marketing bag.  Why is that?  Because these days search engines are ALL

ABOUT THE LINKING.

     Most search engines, especially Google (the most important search engine), rank

sites based on how many other web sites link to you.  They figure that if other people

link to you, your site must be good.  It’s a democracy type of thing.  Think of each link

as a “vote”.  The more links...the more votes...which translates into a better search

engine ranking.

     And for the small business web

site owner, a good search engine

ranking is worth thousands and

thousands of dollars.  Why?  Because

a good ranking will drive an unlimited

number of highly targeted visitors to

your site....24 hours a day....seven

days a week...forever!  (or at least

until someone else comes along with
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a better web site and steals your good ranking from you....hehe).

     The problem with all this is simple.....laziness!  No one, and I mean NO ONE wants

to spend all their time sending pestering emails to other site owners begging them to

link to you.  Hey, I’m no different...I hate doing that...in fact, I don’t do it at all.

     There are better ways to do it.  First, post messages on message boards and in

guestbooks of sites that relate to yours.  In each post, put a link to your site.  Cheesy,

but effective...at least to a degree.  

     The more links like this that you post the better.

     But this isn’t going to get you all the way....you need actual links from actual web

sites if you really want to be effective.  It used to be that you could buy links from sites

that existed for that sole purpose.  Pricey, but effective.  Unfortunately, these days the

search engines are starting to frown on this practice.

     So what’s a person to do?  

     Well, if you’re lazy like

me...and you don’t want to spend

your time tracking down people

and pestering them to exchange

links with you, you need to set up

an automated system to handle this
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for you.  

     How do you do that?  Good question....you’re a bright one I can tell! (I can always

tell who the smart ones are).

     Here’s an idea that works for me.... write a

simple eBook.  It can be about whatever you want

it to be, just make sure it relates to your business in

some way and that people are genuinely interested

in it. You don’t have to be a good writer, it doesn’t

matter. Use big fonts and clipart to stretch it out

and make it look bigger than it actually is...nobody

cares.

     

     After you write the eBook, offer it for free from

your web site....but only on the condition that a person must link to your web site.

Now, a lot of people won’t bother...linking is a hassle for most people.  That’s why you

absolutely MUST make it clear to them that you will also link back to THEM.  This

makes it a win, win-win situation. You win cuz you get the link...they win-win because

they get the free eBook AND they get a link from your site to their site.

     You might also explain to them WHY linking is important...not all people

understand that...  
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     After you put this “setup” in action, all you have to do is sit back and let it take care

of itself....well, that and add people’s links to your link page from time to time.  But if

you have any mad programming skills, you could automate that too so that when a

person fills out the form to download your eBook, your script automatically adds their

link to your link page.  (If you’ve REALLY got mad programming skills you can use

perl’s LWP user agent to automatically check the person’s web site to see that they’re

linked to your site BEFORE you allow them to download the eBook...but that’s a

whole other discussion!).

Linking Strategy Number Seven....

...or number four...I forget which  number  we’re on:

     Another linking strategy is to create a web “award”.  You’ve seen those awards

around the Internet...the “Hot site of the Day” award or whatever.  Start an award

yourself.  If you sell Dog collars, create the “Hot Dog Site Award”.  Create a little

award graphic that winners can paste onto their web site, with a link back to your web

site.  People love to win awards, and they love to show off those awards....it’s a fun

little linking strategy and it can all be automated (well, all except for you judging the

sites to give your award to).

Link Strategy Number Nine:

     Yet another link strategy is to target your past customer, and you’re current

customers.  The point of all these tactics is to eventually increase your customers.  So

I’m going to assume that you listened to me perfectly and put all my suggestions from
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this book to use....and are therefore generating customers every day.

     Use those customers to generate links.  After every single person buys something

from you, contact them and offer to exchange links with them.  Tell them that as an

added bonus for buying your product, you’re going to put their link on your web site...

be sure to explain why this is important to them (remember, most people don’t

understand link exchanges).  But then be sure to explain to them that a link to their site

isn’t worth much unless THEY link back to your site on their web site.

     This is not sneaky...it’s true.  One way links are not nearly as important in the eyes

of the search engines as are two way links (by two way links I mean when you link to

someone and they link back).

Link Strategy Number 28:

     If you’ve got some cash and are willing to spend it, this strategy can be very useful.

What you do is this.  Head over to HostGator.com and sign up as a reseller for $24

bucks a month.

     What this does is allow you to have a web hosting account that allows you to add

an unlimited number of web sites (each with separate domain names) all at no

additional fee per site (except the 8 bucks you pay goDaddy.com to register a domain

name).

     Now follow me here....you’ve just spent $24 and you will continue to pay $24 per
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month each month forever (or at least as long as you keep your web hosting account

at HostGator.com).  So for one year, you’ll pay about $288 bucks for web hosting.

     Now let’s say you register 20 domain names...you know what I mean:

www.yourname.com

www.yourothername.com

www.yetanothername.com

     All the way up to 20.  Let’s say you use GoDaddy.com to register those domain

names and they cost about $8 bucks each (per year).  That’s a total of $160 dollars

you’ll have to schuck out each year in domain name fee’s.

     So far you’ve spent $448 bucks...I realize

that’s a lot of money...but it’s cheaper than some

forms of advertising and THIS scheme is like

advertising that keeps on giving, day after day,

week after week.

     You may have figured out what I’m getting at here...because you’re one of the smart

ones....but if not (I confuse MYSELF most of the time)...I’ll explain it all a little more.

     What you do next, is create a web site for each of these 20 domains.  It doesn’t have

to be much...one site can be a newsletter web site where you publish your web site...the

others can be a web site dedicated to only one product.  Whatever....just build 20 web
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sites...make them as complete as possible...with as many web pages as possible...at

least 5 or so...

     Now on each of these web sites, put a link to your main web page.  And on your

main web page, put a link back to each of these web sites.....what you’re doing here

is creating a little network of 20 sites, that you control the linking to.  

     Each of these web sites is from a different domain name...so to the search engines

your main web site has just got 20 new sites linking to it.  No matter that you own all

20 sites...the search engines don’t know that! 

     Whenever I write a new eBook, I shuck out the $8 bucks to register a new domain

name and then create a little 2-5 page web site describing the eBook and giving people

download instructions (or an order form if it’s not a free eBook).  Then I link it back

to my main web site.  This is a great, and relatively cheap (just $8 bucks to register the

domain name) way to get links.

     Ok...I think we’ve beat this subject to death and should move on.  The point to all

this is to use your brain (remember, I already know you’re one of the smart ones...so

don’t bother trying to deny it) to come up with ideas on your own to generate links.

Linking really is very important...so spend a few hours each week generating new links.

    If I were you, I’d set aside 30 minutes each day to focus on this.  It really is that

important and will pay off in the end.  I realize it’s not easy because it doesn’t show

immediate results...but over time, the cumulative effect of generating many links to your
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site will be apparent.
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Two:

The Power Of Writing Articles

     So it seems that you’re sticking with this...you

made it all the way to chapter 2!  Excellent...see, I

was right about you.

     There’s a story of a famous marketer who created this great set of manuals that

taught some of the most amazing marketing secrets out there.  He had 900 sets

produced and quickly sold out.  There was a problem though.  The company he used

to produce the manuals had a problem with their printer and all but 50 of the manuals

were completely blank.  The cover was printed, but all the pages were blank.

     This marketer had hired a 3rd party distribution company to take orders and actually

ship the manuals...and they shipped all 900 sets before the marketer discovered that

there was a problem.  

     He was livid!  Then terrified!  What was he to do?  Offer immediate refunds?  Have

another set of 900 printed at his own expense and ship them out overnight airmail at

huge cost...what?

     He decided to wait and see what his customers said and judge by their level of

outrage how quickly to make good....

     Amazingly enough...not a single customer complained.  Not one!   Why?  Because
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people buy marketing tapes and books all the time...and then throw them in a corner

and never get around to looking at them (not to mention never putting the knowledge

they would learn to use!).  It’s crazy!

     So I’m glad that you’re still here reading my eBook...sorry I got off on that tangent!

     Anyway...this chapter is about content.

  Content?

     Yep...

       Content.  

     As a small business web site owner, search engine ranking is the holy grail. Get a

good ranking at the major search engines and you’ve got a huge jump on everyone else.

I know people who make millions of dollars a year and all their sales come from traffic

that came from search engines.  

     So the goal is to get a good ranking, obviously.  And one of the best ways (aside

from linking that we talked about in the last chapter) is to add tons and tons of content

to your web site.

     Let me explain a little something about Search Engines.  They exist for one

reason...to help people find what they’re looking for.
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     People generally don’t come online to buy stuff...they come online to look for

information....and in the process of looking for information, something catches their eye

and they get sidetracked and buy it.  

     So your goal should be to offer information...and then when you get a person’s

attention, shift gears into sales mode and suck them into opening their wallets.

     But I’ve gotten off the point again haven’t I?  

     What was I talking about?  Oh yes, search engines.  They exist to help people find

what they’re looking for.  Nothing more.

     A search engine that is GOOD at helping people find what they’re looking for is a

successful search engine.  If I go to Google and type in the word “Dog” and they show

me a bunch of web sites about Cats...I’m going to start using a different search engine.

   What I’m trying to say is this...search engines need content....they need web sites that

have a ton of crap about a ton of crap!  

     That way, when someone goes to Google and types in some weird thing, Google

can show that person what they’re looking for.

     So what the crap am I talking about?  Content.  Your web site must have a ton of

content...that way Google will be more than happy to list your site.  The more content

you have, the higher ranking Google will give you because the more useful your site
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is to whoever is searching at Google. 

     Get it?  Of course you do, you’re one of the smart ones (your brother on the other

hand....well we won’t get into that!).

     So here’s what you do.  Every

single week you sit your no-good

lazy butt down into a chair and you

write a 500 word article about

something...anything...just make sure

it relates to your product or industry.

The more interesting the better, but it

really doesn’t matter.

     I don’t care if you’re the worlds worst writer....it doesn’t even begin to matter.  The

only thing that matters is that you accumulate content.

     500 words may seem like a lot, but it’s not...it’s about a single page of typing.  No

big deal.  

     Create a new web page on your web site for each article that you write.  And be

sure to put links on each new web page BACK to your main web page.  Also, create

a site map page that lists links to each article you create.  This will ensure that the

search engines are able to find your new pages.  You might want to submit each new

page to the search engines using our Submission-Spider (or any other inferior product
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that does the same general thing) just to be on the safe side.

     Like I said, you can be a terrible writer, it doesn’t matter.  Imagine you are talking

to someone and explaining something to them.  Write like you would talk. 

     The grammar can be terrible, it doesn’t matter....look at this eBook...an English

teacher would cringe at my use of the written word.  It doesn’t matter...I make a ton of

money writing and I’m terrible at it.  

     There I’ve got of track again....

     Anyway...imagine creating one new article each week....in a couple years you’d

have like a hundred content rich pages on your web site.  Search Engines will LOVE

you.  And people will find your site useful!  They’ll tell their friends....recommend you

to others.... you’ll start to look like an authority in whatever subject you are writing

about.  People will start to ask your advice.... you’ll get free press sometimes... it all

equals more sales opportunities for you.

     Plus you can email your weekly articles to past customers, and people who have

signed up for your “newsletter”.  There is nothing but good that comes out of this

strategy.  

     So what are you waiting for?  Some weeks you’ll be “On” and you’ll write a great

article...sometimes you will want to do anything in the world but write a new

article...and your article will suck big time.  It doesn’t matter, just keep on plugging
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along writing your weekly article.

     The more you write, the better you’ll get.  

     My Submission-Spider has a keyword tool.  If you type

in a keyword, it will give you a list of a bunch of other

keywords (as well as the original keyword you typed in) and

it will show you how often that keyword got searched for

each month at the major search engine.  

     This is a great research tool when trying to decide what to write about in your

article!  For instance if you wanted to write about dog collars...and the keyword tool

in the Submission-Spider showed you that “dog collars” got searched for 3,000 times

last month but the phrase “Leather Dog Collars” got searched for 45,000 times last

month....well...your one of the smart ones...you know that you would then write your

article about “Leather Dog Collars”.

     The search engines will notice that you’ve written an article about Leather Dog

Collars, and so will rank you higher based on that keyword phrase.

     Get it?  Of course you do.

     That pretty much sums it all up for this chapter.  The hardest part is sitting down and

forcing yourself to write even when you don’t want to.  I suggest just sitting down and

typing whatever comes to mind for 5 or ten minutes...nonsense....gibberish....heck, just
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sit and type “I don’t want to do this” over and over...eventually your mind will start to

wander and all of a sudden, out of nowhere, you’ll get an idea for an article.

     Give it a try....
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Three:

Submitting Articles

     Ok, I’m cheating a little on this one since it deals directly with the last chapter. You

don’t mind do you?  Of course not, because you know I wouldn’t do it if it wasn’t

important...because as we’ve already established, you’re one of the smart ones!

     In the last chapter I talked all about writing articles and posting them to your web

site, and why that’s a fantastical way to promote your web site.  In this chapter I want

to expand on that a little by talking about promoting each new article as if it were an

event.

     Writing these articles is going to be a lot of work...it gets easier as time goes on, but

it’s still a lot of work.  Don’t let all your hard work go down the drain by not promoting

those articles after you have written them.  You’ve got to let the word out, and let

people know you’ve written a new article and that they should take a look at it...at

least, if they’re one of the smart ones they will!

     There’s several reasons to do this...the obvious reason being that the more people

that know about your article, the more people will READ your article.  But let’s go

deeper.  

     I told you that writing articles is a lot of hard work, and you’re one of the smart ones

so you believe me.... other people feel the same way...and most other people AREN’T

one of the smart ones.  What the heck am I babbling about? Good question.
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     You see, lots of people have web sites....and lot’s

of people have web sites about the same damn thing

that your web site is about.  For instance, if your site

is about dog grooming, I’ll bet there’s literally 20

thousand other web sites about dog grooming too. 

     And every single one of those sites needs content.  But most people are lazy and

don’t want to write their own content.  So they take other people’s content (with their

permission) and post it onto their own web site.  

     Good for them....it helps them build a content rich site even if they are using

recycled content...but more importantly, VERY good for YOU.

     You see, if you write a decent article, then submit it to various article directories,

other people will see it and take it and then post it on their own web site or in their own

newsletters....which gives you....yep you guessed it....free advertising.

     At the bottom of every article you ever write, be sure to add a resource box.

Something that says who you are, where the article came from, and where people can

go to read more about whatever it is you’re writing about.  It might look something like

this:
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------------------------------------------------------- 

Article By: John Skorczewski

John Is the Creator of the world famous

Submission-Spider Search Engine Submission

Software (www.Submission-Spider.com)

His latest book “CyberWealth” is available 

at Amazon.com

------------------------------------------------------- 

     Get the picture?  Make sure that everyone knows that they can reprint your article

for free as long as they leave that resource box at the bottom of the article.  

     Does this work?  Of course it does. So where should you submit your articles?

Here’s a list of places to get you started:

EzineArticles.com

Goarticles.com

ArticlesFactory.com

iSnare.com

     Run a search at Google and you can literally find hundreds more...maybe even some

that relate directly to your specific industry. 

     The point is, you should come up with 10 or 20 of these databases, bookmark them,
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and then spend a half hour submitting each new article you write, as soon as you write

it.  I’m sure there’s software out there that will blast your article to a ton of databases

too...though I’ve never used such a service.  Do it yourself...or pester me to build a

submitter and sell it to you ;-)

     There’s also something else that’s good about this whole arrangement.  Links.  At

the bottom of each article you write you’ll

put your resource box which will contain a

link back to your main web site.  When you

submit your article to those article

databases, they generally post it on their web site (so that other people can read it and

decide whether they want to take it or not).

     Since it’s posted on the article directory web site, and it contains a link back to you,

that’s a link you are generating for yourself!  Every article you submit is one new link

to you.  If you submit each article to 10 article directories, that’s 10 new links back to

you.  Yes, you’re right, it’s freaking sweet!

     Are these high quality links?  No, not really....but they ARE links nonetheless and

every little bit helps. 

     Also, as a side note, as soon as an article directory posts your article, you might

want to submit that article directory’s web page (the one that contains your posted

article) to the search engines yourself. Sneaky. (I recommend you use my Submission-

Spider search engine submission tool to do that, but that’s just because I’m greedy and
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I want to suck you dry of all your money....well, not all your money...I want you to

keep enough money to feed yourself so that you remain alive to buy more stuff from me

in the future....wait, did I say that out loud?  I meant to say “use my Submission-Spider

software because it’s easy to use, it works great, it’s cheap, and it will make your life

a whole lot easier”...yeah...that’s what I meant to say...hrm).

     Anyway...you can get creative with this.  This is sort of what we call a viral

marketing strategy.  What that means is that you write one article, submit it to the

article databases, then sit back.  Other people will see your article, hopefully grab it and

use it in their own ezine or on their own web site...which gives you more

visibility...which makes more people see you, which makes more people use your

article themselves, which gives you more visibility...and on and on.

     I think you get the idea here....I’m going to harp on this for one more short chapter

and then we’ll move into some more esoteric tactics.
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Four:

Create Your Own Weekly Ezine/Newsletter

     Ok, I know I touched on this earlier, so I’ll make this chapter brief....but it is

important so I may not be brief...I haven’t decided.  

     First of all, what’s the difference between an Ezine and a Newsletter?  Nothing..they

mean basically the same thing....no, not basically, exactly the same thing.  So I’ll use

them both interchangeably in this article because I’m not disciplined enough to choose

just one and stick with it.  

     Second of all...you should absolutely create your own Ezine.  It’s very important.

Since you’re one of the smart ones, you’re going to start writing a weekly article just

like I told you to do. Since you’re going to be doing that anyway,  you might as well

start collecting email addresses of your site visitors and customers so that you can email

those articles to them each week.

     Creating and maintaining a “house list” is just about the most important thing you

can do as a business owner.  I don’t care WHAT industry you are in, I don’t care what

product or service you are selling...I don’t care if you aren’t selling anything at all!

You should still create a newsletter.

     And for the record, a “house list” is just another fancy way of saying Ezine, or

Newsletter.
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     So let’s get into the technical aspect of

an Ezine.  First, you must subscribe to a

service that will handle the mechanics of

your Ezine.  Don’t think you can just

keep a list of email addresses and then

manually email your article to each one

each week.  It won’t work.  Besides the

fact that it’s an insane amount of work to

do, your ISP (Internet Service Provider -

the people you pay for Internet Access)

will probably cancel your account if they see you sending out large amounts of mass

email each week.

     Plus it becomes a HUGE hassle to purge names as people unsubscribe.

     You just gotta pay for a service...a turnkey solution (if you will).  I recommend

aWeber.com they are perfect in every way...and I think they offer a free trial account

if you want to just test the water.  Monthly fee’s are well under $20 bucks a month.

     What does Aweber.com do?  They give you the tools to automatically collect email

addresses from your web page, automatically handle unsubscribe requests, and gives

you great interface tools to send out your ezine each week.  You just log into your

account, copy and paste your article, click the send button, and it does all the rest.  

     I could go on and on, but head to their web site and read about it there.  They’re
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better at explaining themselves than I am...and since I don’t get any money for

recommending them to you, I’ve lost all interest in discussing them further!

     Some other technical details to discuss...first, put a form at the top of every single

web page you ever build that let’s a person subscribe to your free Ezine.  Be sure to

leave a field for the person’s first name (so you can customize each newsletter that you

send with that person’s name) as well as their full email address.  Aweber.com gives

you the tools to do this and explains all the details.

     Next, I recommend that you create a separate web site for your Ezine that houses

a full archive of all your past articles.  This just helps you build another high content

web site that you will then link back to your main web site, thus increasing your links,

and thus increasing your search engine ranking.

     That’s really about all I have to say about Ezines.  Go to Aweber.com and read all

about it there.  They have a ton of resources that you can dig into.  The bottom line is,

it’s very important that you create your own newsletter.  Like I said earlier, it can

suck..it doesn’t have to be special.  Just get into the habit of sending out an issue every

single week...come rain or shine...or whatever that saying says...
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Five:

Come Up With A Promotion For Each Holiday

     This tactic is pure gold...and I mean pure gold.  Internet marketing is really just

good old direct marketing, you just do it over the Internet.  The Internet makes direct

marketing even more direct because you can customize your marketing.  For instance

if you subscribe to my ezine, you give me your first name which goes into an easy to

use database (My Aweber.com account).  From that point on, every single message I

send to you will be customized with your own name on it.  

     So as I said, Internet Marketing is really just direct marketing with a fancy spin on

it. And what is the main objective in direct marketing?  To directly send sales letters

over and over and over until a person buys something from you (and at the same time,

not pissing the person off with your repeated sales attempts).

     The Internet makes both of these objectives easy, cheap, and uh, easy again.

     Since you’re one of the smart ones (I just keep saying that, don’t I?) then you’ve

soaked up every shred of advice that I’ve given you so far..and you’ve started your

own ezine that’s made up of your past customers as well as people who have

subscribed themselves at your web site.  This is your “house list”.

     In addition to sending these people your weekly Ezine, you must actively market to

your list.  But what does that mean?
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     I can’t speak for every country in the world, but here

in America we have at least one major holiday every

month.  Sometimes we have one major holiday and a

bunch of little nonsensical ones too (Ground Hog’s Day

for instance).  From a Marketing point of view, these

holiday’s are pure gold.  Add into the mix your birthday,

your anniversaries, and even the birthday’s of your

spouses and children and you have a near endless supply

of marketing gimmicks.

     Ok, what the heck am I going on and on about this

time?  Just this.  Your job is to send as many sales letters to your house list as you can

(sales letters selling your different products or services) while at the same time, not

pissing off you list by nagging them to death.  No one wants to continually hear

someone beg them to buy stuff... that’s where all these holidays come into play.

     What you’ve got to do is play off of everyone’s affinity for these holidays.

Christmas coming up soon?  Run a special Christmas offer to your list.  Did your oldest

son just turn 12?  Announce it with pride to your list...and slip in a coupon for 15% off

for the next three days.  Did the groundhog see his shadow?  Make up for it by giving

a buy one get one free sale!

     Writing killer sales letters that compel people to buy stuff from you is hard (even

if you’ve already read and soaked up the Bible of Sales Letter Writing, the “Robert

Collier Letter Book”  www.TheLetterBook.com).  But anyone, and I mean ANYONE
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can write a letter saying something stupid like “hey, it’s Valentines Day and I need to

buy my wife a new diamond ring...so to in order to afford it I need to run a special

Valentines Day Sale. Now YOU can take advantage of my plight by saving up to 30%

off of our low prices on customized widgets!  Order today and I’ll also throw in a

free.....”

Or...”It’s Christmas and I spent WAAAAY to much money on Christmas presents this

year.  My credit card debt just shot through the roof.  I don’t want to start the year off

with all this debt hanging over my head so I started brainstorming ways to raise some

quick cash.  That’s when I realized that I can solve my problem and at the same time

give something valuable back to my newsletter subscribers.  That’s why I’m offering,

just for the next 2 days, HALF off our famous Widget Software....”

     You get the idea?  There’s some sort of Holiday that you can play off of each and

every month.  My suggestion is that you sit down today...I mean TODAY...and start

writing letters like the two examples I just gave you.  Make them light, make them

funny, speak directly to your potential customer, and be obvious.  If there’s not a

holiday in a certain month, use a birthday, an anniversary, a friends birthday...or make

up a new holiday and then announce your new holiday to the world!

     The point is to come up with 12 solid “holiday” sales letters, one for each and every

month.  Then you write on your calendar each month to send out that month’s

promotion to your house list and your past customer list. You get in the habit of sending

out these letters every single month.... you’ll be amazed how much this can catapult

your income....I mean through the roof!  
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     Let’s talk numbers....of course, these are just for the sake of

argument and do not constitute what you may or may not

achieve. I’m saying, you may not get these same results....by

for the sake of example...let’s say that you have 3,000 names

on your house list.  That’s pretty small....very easy to come by

3,000 names for a house list.

     And let’s say you send out your holiday promotion eery

single month to those 3,000 names.  Now let’s say you are selling a $49 product.  Now

let’s say that your Holiday promotion pulls in a 3% response rate every month.  So 3%

of 3,000 people respond.  That’s not a bad rate. 

     3% of 3,000 people is 90 people.  And they each buy your $49 product.  That equals

an extra $4,410 each and every month for 12 months....which equals roughly $52,920

more income each year.  

     3% response rate too high for you?  Let’s try 1% response rate...that would mean

that 30 people replied...at $49 bucks a pop, that’s $1,470 per month...times 12 months,

that would equal $17,640 extra dollars in income.  All for very little extra work on your

part, and no extra cost (send out the letters via email for free using your Aweber.com

account).

     This is called “follow-up marketing” and it really should be the focus of all your

efforts.  And the best part is, after you write your 12 letters, you never have to do

another thing ever.  You can program your Aweber.com account to automatically send
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each letter in it’s appropriate month.  Then you just sit back and let the letters do their

work.

     Of course, you may suck at writing sales letters....but anyone can write a letter like

the two examples I gave you...it’s easy..... and since you’re one of the smart ones, you

shucked out the $20 bucks to buy your own copy of the Robert Collier Letter Book

from www.TheLetterBook.com  Because that book will teach you everything you ever

needed to know in order to write a sales letter that will knock the socks off of anyone

reading it and almost COMPEL them to buy it.  I’ll make this promise to you, go buy

that book right now (I mean this instant!) and read every single page.  If afterwards you

don’t sit back and say to yourself “Man!  How did I ever get by without this priceless

knowledge” then email me and I’ll buy your copy of the book from you.  

     I keep a stack of them in my office that I give to my best clients as gifts, so if you

read it and don’t realize that it can literally transform your business into a success, sell

your copy to me and I’ll gladly buy it and give it to one of my clients....my clients, you

see, tend to “get it”...that’s why they’re my clients ;-)

     But there I’ve gone off the point again.  The point is, get in the habit of sending out

these monthly sales letters.  They will increase site traffic because even if they don’t

make people buy, they WILL make people come back to your site and look around, or

maybe tell their friends about a sale going on at your site...  Other people in your

industry will hear about your promotions and word of mouth really will spread.
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Six

Use Free Press Releases From PRWeb.com 

     This tactic is short and to the point.  It’s about free Press Exposure.  I don’t have

to convince you that free press exposure will bring traffic to your web site.  Duh.  The

only question is “How do you get free press exposure?”.

     Good question.  Unfortunately, I’m not a “Press” or “PR” sort of guy.  There are

others out there that can teach you how to get on Oprah or how to get yourself quoted

in the Wall Street Journal.  What I CAN tell you is how to send out free Press

Releases.

     There’s a web site called PRWeb.com and they allow you to send out free press

releases.  This is a quality service, with real contacts that will get your press release

noticed.  I hate recommending a service that isn’t mine because I don’t get any money

out of it...and we all know that it’s my greed that keeps me warm at night...wait, did

I say that out loud?  See, you and I are becoming too friendly and now I can’t control

my tongue.

     PrWeb.com also has lots of learning resources that will teach you how to format

your press release, and just about anything else you want or need to know. 

     Here’s the twist.  After you send out your press release, post it on your web site as

a new web page...be sure to put links in the press release web page that you build

pointing back to your main web page.  Why do this?  Content!  You didn’t forget the
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chapter on content did you?!  Ugh...I worry about you sometimes.

     Yes, your press release can be a new content

page, also it may get picked up quickly by the

search engines if you both post it to PrWeb.com

AND post in on your web page...and then be sure

to submit that new web page to the search engines

using my Submission-Spider Search Engine

Submission Software from 

Submission-spider.com (or one of the many other

inferior products out there that do basically the same thing).

     You don’t have to get your press release picked up by the Wall Street Journal for

it to generate traffic.  Just the search engine traffic gleaned from creating new content

is worth the effort.  

     So what the heck should you “Announce” as a press release?  And how often should

you post releases?  Those are two excellent questions, you’ve got first rate thinking

there! 

     The answer to the first question is “everything and anything” and the answer to the

second question is “all the freaking time”.

     Like your holiday promotions, you should expect to make at least one PR

announcement each month...more if you can come up with more stuff to announce.
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Heck, if nothing else, announce your special holiday sale for that month.

     Think “stupid talk show trivia” and you’ll come up with ideas.  Do you sell dog

collars?  Is tomorrow the anniversary of the guy that invented dog collars? Or the

anniversary of the first domestic dog being uh domesticated...announce it!  And

announce the sale that you are going to hold to commemorate it! 

     We live in a very silly world....play it up!  Come up with outlandish PR stunts and

announce them with reckless abandon!  Paint your hair green, tear off your clothes and

run through town screaming “www.MySite.com sells the best widgets!” then announce

the stunt as a press release....ok wait, don’t do that, it’s a very stupid idea...and

depending on the weather, could damage parts of your body that we don’t want to

damage just yet...

     But you get the idea.  
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Seven

Search Engine Submission

     I’m not going to harp on this one.  We all know how important it is for your web

site to have a high ranking at the major search engines.  I could, and have, literally

written whole books on this subject, so I’m not going to go into major detail here. 

     The bottom line is this...you must submit your web site to the search engines.  Every

time you create a new web page, you should submit it to the search engines.   Every

time you release a Press release you should submit that posting to the search engines.

Every time you find someone has linked to your site, you should submit their page to

the search engines.  It simply must be a part of your everyday marketing bag of tricks.

     Which brings me to the point...you should have software that makes it very very

very easy to submit your web site...and it should have a suite of tools that go with it to

help with your web site’s ranking.

     We both know I’m greedy...and we both know that I wouldn’t give you this eBook

for free if I wasn’t going to try to convince you to buy something from me...and we’re

both right. But that’s really besides the point.  The point is, you need software that does

this, and I’ve spent nearly a decade building and refining what I consider the best

submission tool on the planet.  And I back that up with it’s year long, no questions

asked, money back guarantee that I’m sure you’ve already heard my going on about

other places.
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     So I’m just going to leave it at that, except to say that

most other software tools like this cost $149 to $349

dollars.....mine cost $99 From Submission-Spider.com

BUT, it’s on sale for $39.90 right now at

www.SubmissionPro.com and that comes with everything,

the free tech support of SEO professionals who are there

to help your site get a great ranking (and KEEP a great

ranking) as well as the year long money back guarantee...

     So I’ll leave it at that....maybe you don’t think you need a tool like this in your

marketing tool belt.  Whatever...the hundreds...nearly thousands of testimonials we’ve

gotten over the last decade might disagree with you, but whatever.  

     Let’s move on...I don’t want to sound like I’m harping...even though I am...and

though I AM very VERY greedy...I’d still like to get back to the teaching, so let’s

move onto the next chapter and you can choose to use my software or not ;-)
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Eight

Each Week Spend 3 Hours Soliciting Joint Ventures Using This Formula

     Joint ventures are a great way to drive traffic and sales to your web site at little to

know cost to you.  They’re great for the small business owner on a budget.  Basically

the idea is that you find someone more established than you are, and you agree to help

each other out.  They tell their house list about your site, you tell your house list about

theirs.  Or something like that...you get the picture.

     You should spend several hours each week soliciting Joint Ventures...seeking out

potential partners and asking them to form a joint venture.  I’d go so far as to say that

you should dedicate an entire day every single week to this.  Pick a day and stick to it.

Make Wednesday your Joint Venture day...or Tuesday....or Friday, well not Friday. It

doesn’t really matter what day.

     It’s important to have a Joint Venture plan and stick to it.  Don’t just go around

bugging people and asking them to do a Joint Venture with them.  You must plan it all

out before hand...map out exactly what should be done.

     Don’t say “Hey, wanna do a joint venture with me?”

     Instead say “I have a house list of 3,200 with a normal open rate of 42% and

average response rate of 2.4%, I would like to tell my list about your product in

exchange for you announcing my product to your list....”
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     See what I did there?  I used specifics....this shows

the person that you are someone that they might want to

deal with...not just some loonie looking for free

marketing at their expense.

     There are an infinite variety of Joint Ventures that

you can propose.  You could propose:

- An Ad Swap (like I suggested above)

- A product recommendation or endorsement

- An all out partnership 

- A percentage of the deal offer

     Or anything that your mind can come up with.  Remember, the best Joint Venture

is a Joint Venture where both sides win.  Don’t try to take advantage of people.  In fact,

you’re coming to them, you should make the deal better for them than it is for you.

     For instance, you might offer someone 80% of the income from all sales they refer

to you.  Whatever.

     The problem is that affiliate programs are rampant.  I don’t need you.  If I wanted

to offer a product like the one you are selling, all I would have to do is go out and find

an affiliate program that sells the same general thing, then join the program and start

offering the product myself.  I don’t need you.... you need me.  That’s why you have
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to make the deal sweeter for me...or whoever you are dealing with.

     Joint Ventures don’t have to be about money or sales.  Some of the best Joint

Ventures are ones where you simply announce each other to each other.  I’ve got an

Ezine on Dog Grooming, you’ve got an Ezine on Dog Breeding, in next week’s issue

I tell my subscribers about your Ezine, and you tell your subscribers about mine.  

     Doing this alone, you can multiply your own house list instantly...and you can do

this forever because there are always more Ezines out there that relate to yours in some

way from which you can garner joint ventures.

     Plus this allows you to make a ton of contacts in your own industry...CULTIVATE

these relationships and over time maybe you can ease into more financially lucrative

Joint Ventures with these people as you get to know them.

     Then, when you come out with a new product, you can easily email all these past

Ezine owners from whom you’ve already held little Joint Ventures, and they might

easily recommend your new product to their readers!

     That’s the key...Joint Ventures are NOT about joint ventures.  They are entirely

about cultivating relationships that will benefit you and your business for years to come.

So set aside one day every week to seek out Ezine swap joint ventures, and always

keep a file and a Database of all your Joint Venture partners.  Put them on your house

list ;-)
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Site Traffic Tactic Number Nine

Post On Forums Pertaining To Your Target Market

     This tactic is cheesy...yes....but important.  Remember that people don’t come

online to buy, they come online to research.  You have to go where people go to find

information...and one key place is online forums.  Message Boards.  People use these

things like crazy, and it doesn’t matter what you industry is, there’s a message board

or a hundred message boards that relate to it.

     You should spend 30 minutes each and every day....maybe you make it the first

thing you do every morning, but each and every day you should spend 30 minutes

scanning message boards and posting answers to people’s questions.

     At the bottom of each post, put your name and a link to your web site.  This will

tremendously help with the number of incoming links to your site.  If you post 5

messages every day, that’s 5 new links to your web site.  

     Search Engines like message boards, they scan them several times a day.  So they

will definitely pick up your link.

     You should also create your own message board for your site visitors, your

customers, and anyone else to post questions about your product or industry.

     This helps you, it helps your customers, and it helps make your name known

throughout your industry as people come to rely on your posts for the sage like advice
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that you give out for free each and every day.

You’d be surprised how much site traffic and also

how many new sales this can generate.

     All it takes is some discipline.  Run a Google

Search that looks like this:

“Your Industry” AND “message board”

     Type that into google, exactly as I have written

above with quotation marks and capital AND...just replace Your Industry with

whatever your industry is.  This will give you a list of all the message boards you could

ever want to know about.  

     So for instance, if you sell dog collars, you might type in:

“Dog Collars” AND “message board”

Or

“Dogs” AND “message board”

     Next round up 10 to 15 of the very best message boards you can find.  The ones that

everyone really uses...the ones that have the most posts and traffic.  Then book mark

those message boards and start lurking...that is, reading posts but not yet answering

any. You need time to get the feel of the board before you blunder into it.
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     Eventually you’ll get the feel of the board, learn what appropriate behavior is, then

you can jump right in and start posting.  

     The key here is not to sell yourself.  The key is to simply answer questions and be

as helpful, in a general sort of way, as you possibly can.  Over time you will come to

be known as someone who knows what they are talking about...and your words will

carry more weight.  But in the mean time, keep posting those links at the bottom of

each message you leave.
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Tactic Number 10

10% Rule For Exponential Site Traffic (tm)

     The 10% Rule For Exponential Site Traffic is quite simple really....it goes like this.

     First, put to use the first 9 steps from this eBook.  That will

get the ball rolling.  You’ll see site traffic increase, and

hopefully sales increase in direct proportion.

     So that means income is starting to slowly trickle in...right?

Right.

     It may be slow at first, but we’re here to make sure you

automatically build on those few sales, and turn them into

many more future sales.

     Did I lose you?  Yeah, I sort of lost myself there for a second.  Let me start again.

     So sales are starting to slowly trickle in.  NOW is the time to put to use the 10%

rule for Exponential Site Traffic (tm).

     What this rule basically says is this:  

     For every sale that you make, take 10% of the income and allocate it into an

advertising fund.
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     We’ll then take the money in that special advertising fund and spend every single

penny of it on advertising.....

     ...From which you’ll get even more sales...from which we will take another 10% and

allocate it BACK into the special advertising fund and on and on....it feeds on itself and

propels you into riches.

     Let me explain it better with an example.

     Suppose this is your first month, and using steps 1 through 9 of this eBook helps

you to earn $300 dollars.  Not great, but we’re just getting started. 

     Now take 10% of that $300 and put it into your special advertising fund.....so that

equals $30.

     Not much to work with, I admit....and really if you’re just starting out and you can

afford it, I would recommend putting more than 10% Heck, I’d put 100% for the first

month...but whatever...for the sake of example, let’s stick with 10%.

     So now, you’ve got $30 in your special advertising fund...which you promptly spend

on advertising.  Now this could be ezine advertising, or pay per click

advertising...whatever.

     Lets say (for the sake of argument) that $30 in advertising brings in $80 worth of

sales next month.  
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     Presumably you’re still putting steps 1 through 9 to use....and word of mouth is

starting to spread...so the next month you earned $400 PLUS the $80 that the

advertising brought in....

....for a grand total of $480 dollars.

     Better....

     Now, it doesn’t stop there...oh no my friend, it NEVER STOPS....you then promptly

apply the 10% Rule For Exponential Site Traffic (tm) once again.  Only this time you

take 10% of $480...

...which equals $48

     So you put the $48 dollars in the special advertising fund and promptly spend it on

advertising. 

And on and on and on....

     You see how this works.  It’s slow going at first...but if you get in the habit of

always allocating 10% (or 20% or whatever you feel comfortable with) of your monthly

income back into advertising., you almost can’t help but succeed....(unless you buy

crappy ads, which is a whole other ebook!).

     Let’s say that you’ve been in business for a year or so...and business is good, and
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now you’re pulling in $7,000 per month.

     You would still apply the 10% Rule For Exponential Site Traffic (tm), in this case

that would make you put $700 in your special advertising fund.  

     Now let’s say that by this time you’ve gotten pretty good at creating advertising that

brings in customers, and you’ve determined that for every $1 you spend in advertising,

you bring in roughly $2 in new sales.

     So that $700 you spent on advertising would bring in $1,400 in new sales.  Add that

$1,400 to the $7,000 and you get $8,400 from which you pull 10% ($840) which would

pull in $1,680 in new sales...Add that to the $8,400 and you get $10,080 and on and

on.

    Before you know it, you’ll be...uh... swimming in money.  (C’mon! It’s fun to play

with photoshop!) 

     Hopefully you see the power of

this concept! Now obviously, your

numbers won’t be the same as the

ones I used in this example.  They

are for explanation purposes only.

But hopefully you understand the

concept of reinvesting your profits

back into your marketing.
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Conclusion

     ...And that’s about it!  I hope you enjoyed this eBook, I hope you found something

useful that will transform your business and help you start earning tons and tons of

money so that you can thank me by buying all the great crap that I have to sell!  

     There I go with that greed of mine again.  Oh well, the book is over so you don’t

have to listen to it any more.  I’ve added a couple of appendixes that I think you’ll

enjoy...one is a list of resources that you may find useful (read ME plugging my

products to you), the other is a free gift that I didn’t tell you about earlier...it’s free

rights to this eBook that allow you to sell it or give it away for free.

     The more you give it away, the more free publicity I get...so have at it!  

     There I go with that insufferable greed again....um...sorry.

     Anyway...thanks for reading, I’ve enjoyed speaking with you...err, writing to

you...whatever.  See you next time.

- John Skorczewski
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Appendix A

Resources

Submission-Spider Search Engine Submission Software

http://www.Submission-spider.com

The Robert Collier Letter Book

http://www.TheLetterBook.com

ProHeadlines - Headline creating software

http://www.ProHeadlines.com

WebPromotion-Weekly eZine

http://www.WebPromotion-Weekly.com

CyberWealth: 31 Proven Marketing Tactics Guaranteed 

To Increase Your Sales Immediately - My latest Book

http://www.CwBook.com

How I Sold My Web Site - eBook about how I sold my first web site to a publicly

traded company at the age of 19, it’s a good read

http://www.HowISold.com
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Appendix B

Distribution Rights

As a free gift, I’m giving you the rights to sell this eBook or give it away for free.  You

may not alter the eBook in any way whatsoever, but you may distribute it. I, John

Skorczewski, retain the ownership, the copyright, and the Intellectual Rights.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

ALL MATERIAL CONTAINED IN THIS BOOK IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND

IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE. 

NEITHER JOHN SKORCZEWSKI, MARKET-TEK ENTERPRISES, INC., OR THE NATIONAL

MARKETING COUNCIL, LLC. (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS COMPANY) MAKE ANY

GUARANTEES OF THE TACTICS DESCRIBED IN THIS BOOK. SUCCESSFUL USE OF ANY

TACTIC DESCRIBED IN THIS BOOK DEPENDS ON THE SPECIFIC PERSON, THEIR

EXPERIENCE, AND THEIR BUSINESS AND MARKETING ABILITY. 

COMPANY MAKES NO CLAIMS OR GUARANTEES REGARDING INCOME GENERATED FROM

THE USE OF ANY TACTIC DESCRIBED IN THIS BOOK. 

READER AGREES TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD COMPANY HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST

ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, DEMANDS, LIABILITIES, EXPENSES, LOSSES, DAMAGES,

ATTORNEY FEES ARISING FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS FOR LIBEL,

SLANDER, COPYRIGHT, AND TRADEMARK VIOLATION AS WELL AS ALL OTHER CLAIMS

RESULTING FROM READING THIS BOOK. 
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